Six Harvardmen Wield Chalk, Alter Hayden

Gain Sweet Revenge For "Bowl" Incident; Huge "H" Tops Library

Moving to avenge the recent Harvard Bowl incident, six Harvard men succeeded in having workers on the new Hayden Library unwittingly erect a fifty foot letter "H" in yellow steel girders atop the almost completed framework of the building yesterday.

Authorities quickly discovered the culprits in the crowd of Techmen gathered around the building. Their batteries were substandard and registered only .87 volts.

Chalk Marks Changed

After extensive grilling at the Cambridge headquarters, one of the six captured cracked and revealed the ingenious scheme employed in carrying out the coup. They had noticed that the steel beams of the library were numbered in blue chalk and were in place in the building according to these numbers.

After a week of study, they were ready for the final operation. In the dead of night this past Sunday, they "cut through the barbed wire and were upon the piles of girders with evil leers and long pieces of blue chalk," stated one of the Harvardmen, a literature major.

Return to Scene

Hastily they changed the numbers on twelve of the steel beams, and their work was done. They returned the next day disguised as Techmen and watched with satisfaction the result of their work as the huge "H" slowly took form.

Six thousand three hundred and forty-two pounds of Yak butter were used in Tanna Tuva in the year 1937.